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Massbuild: Culture ‘Gets it Done’ 
 

In February 2015, Llewellyn Walters, CEO of Massbuild, the building products division of 

Massmart, a warehouse retail organisation reflected on his decision in 2009 to work on the 

adage ‘culture will eat strategy for breakfast’, and initiate a culture change process as a means 

of ensuring that Massbuild achieved its strategic objectives. The decision to go the culture route 

had not only led to better results, but also facilitated decisions regarding the division’s brands 

and resulted in renewed customer focus. He wondered what more the organisation could do to 

reinforce its culture. 

The Burning Platform: Setting a New Path for Massbuild 

Walters had joined Massmart in November 2008 as the divisional chief executive officer of 

Builders Warehouse (one of the brands in the Massbuild stable). He later became responsible 

for the entire Massbuild division, with sales amounting to R5.6 billion at the time.1 At that 

stage, the division comprised three brands, Builders Warehouse, Builders Express and Builders 

Trade Depota: Builders Warehouse had large-format stores, which targeted the contractor and 

DIY Trade; Builders Express had smaller stores situated in suburban locations, which targeted 

homemakers and garden enthusiasts, while Builders Trade Depot targeted building contractors. 

Each brand had come into being as a result of Massmart’s strategy of growth by acquisition 

and had its own head office, operating systems and corporate identity. In addition, each brand 

was at a different level of business maturity. Even within brands there were differences. Thus, 

Builders Warehouse stores in the Western Cape derived 60% of their income from contractors, 

while those in Gauteng focused on the DIY trade, acquired 80% of their income from this 

market. (See Exhibit 1 for an expanded history of Massmart and Massbuild). 

 

In addition to these complexities, Massbuild results in 2009 were dismal. Walters faced a 

number of challenges, with sales increasing by less than 1% on the previous year. (See 

Exhibit 2 for sales and sales growth)  

 

                                                 
a In 2013, Massbuild opened two Builders Superstores, positioned in townships and towns servicing surrounding rural areas; 

close to transport notes and major food retailers for convenience. Thus, in 2014, Massbuild, headquartered in Johannesburg, 

operated four retail brands in South Africa: Builders Warehouse, Builders Express, Builders Trade Depot and Builders 

Superstores. Builders Warehouse had branches in Botswana and Mozambique. Each brand focused on delivering a range of 

supplies for all phases and types of building projects.  
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Massbuild needed to do something to increase the sales and to unite the organisation under one 

banner with one business philosophy. The separate brands remained, but there needed to be 

some cohesion in the way that they did business. At first glance, this seemed to be a classic 

strategy implementation problem. Walters exclaimed, “Time to get the facts – how do our 

customers and employees really see us?”2   

 

Walters solicited the services of Livingfacts, a research project company,3 to obtain a measure; 

known as Massbuild’s ‘ground zero’: a baseline upon which to evaluate its customer 

relationships and track satisfaction trends of its retail and trade customers. In 2009, Livingfacts 

conducted over 850 interviews with Massbuild’s customers and suppliers’ chief executive 

officers. The perceptions were that the range of products at the Builders’ stores was good, but 

that service was poor, or at best, patchy. Customers saw the Builders’ brand as being reserved 

for the elite, as the customers deemed them expensive. A further problem was that products 

were often out of stock.4 In 2009, the Livingfacts survey results were comparable to the bottom 

end of general retail, the closest comparative group. (See Exhibit 3 for a summary of the 

results) 

 

The survey also showed that there was confusion among customers about the overlap of the 

different brands – made worse by national advertising of all of the brands simultaneously. 

Customers would become frustrated trying to locate specials in, for example, Builders Express, 

which were advertised as available in Builders Warehouse. Moreover, very often there was 

insufficient or no stock of the specials in-store, causing further dissatisfaction.5 

 

Walters wanted Massbuild to improve its financial performance and to be the preferred 

employer in the industry, with staff members who were functional experts who could serve the 

needs of the customer. He and his team wanted suppliers to see Builders’ brands as retailers of 

choice when deciding where to place their products, and customers to see the brands as A-Z 

stockists of product.6 In the light of the economic meltdown that began in 2008 and the 

reduction of spending in the construction industry, which formed a large portion of Massbuild’s 

customers, especially trade customers, Walters needed to contain costs while ensuring that 

profits began to climb by the effective use of resources and efficient business processes.7 

Culture, the Key 

“Winning in the marketplace is our ultimate goal, but unless there is a culture underpinning 

strategy, Builders will not be successful,” Walters stated.8 He believed that part of the problem 

lay in the fact that there was the perception among staff members that each Builders brand was 

a distinct brand, with three clearly defined cultures and three ways of addressing customer 

needs, each protected by its management. They believed that this uniqueness was a strength 

that helped each brand achieve business success and that no one should tamper with it. Walters 

knew that this was unsustainable; nor could it be that each had its own head office and used its 

own operating system. The approach had to change.  

 

However, Walters was opposed to the traditional, highly structured, top-down approach to 

strategy, and believed that getting the culture right would have to be the first step. He said, “I 

believe that the key to achieving Builders’ strategic goals lies in changing the culture. The 

inconsistencies between the Builders’ brands can be overcome by an all-embracing culture”.9 

To facilitate this journey of culture building, Walters collaborated with his HR director at the 

time, Thashmi Doorasamy, who short-listed four companies to pitch to the executive 

committee for a contract to conduct a company-wide culture forming initiative at Massbuild. 
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He wanted to avoid the intervention type approach, where consultants would enter an 

organisation, make some changes and simply leave when the project was over, which is what 

he saw in three of the four bids. Walters wanted a sustainable solution and was of the view, “If 

we are going to succeed, we need a partner for the long-run”.10  

 

The winning proposal came from Bluprints, a company that helped organisations to align its 

employees with its business objectives by creating a common culture. The deciding factors in 

this choice were multiple. Bluprints’ rigorous process involved all staff members in all steps 

of the process; the process was not finite and once they had defined the culture, monitoring and 

measurement took place at regular intervals. The results were quantifiable and therefore 

changes measureable. Walters could see the value of crystallising the culture and he regarded 

his decision to go the culture route as his most important decision since Massmart appointed 

him CEO. 

Bluprints Methodology 

Headed up by Guy Martin, Bluprints had been in business for 12 years and had asssited 120 

clients in 36 countries over that period. Martin believed that employees were disengaged from 

the organisations for which they worked because management excluded them from the bigger 

picture of their organisations. Bluprints designed their methodology to clarify the culture and 

used an inclusive process that drew on employees at all levels of the organisation.11 

 

The final outcome of the Bluprints process was the creation of a type of algebraic formula 

(depicted both in words and in icons) that expressed the idea that performing desirable activities 

and not performing undesirable activities would lead to the achievement of business goals. The 

formula was expressed as top line principles (those activities to do more of) over bottom line 

principles (those to do less of), equalling the business goal:  

 

 

Coupled with this was a process to encourage employees to live the principles expressed in the 

formula.  

 

To determine this formula, Bluprints began with interviewing each employee in the 

organisation, asking them to identify the types of things that should continue in the organisation 

and those that should happen less frequently. Bluprints analysed the opinions gathered from 

the interviews in the survey (usually over 1 000 on each of the top and bottom lines) and 

grouped them thematically, reducing them to approximately 30 distinct tope line principles and 

about 30 distinct bottom line principles. Then the people in the client’s organisation voted to 

choose the most important top and bottom line principles. This process distilled them into 10 

top line and 10 bottom line principles, which the steering committee, advised by Bluprints, 

weighted. These principles formed part of the left-hand side of the equation; while on the right-

hand side were the company brand name and the desired outcome.  

 

Company 

name/logo 

Top line principles (those activities to do more 

of or increase) 

Bottom line principles (those activities to do 

less of or decrease) 

= 
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Bluprints then presented the formula to the organisation and invited all staff members to submit 

ideas for icons that would depict the principles in the written formula. A Bluprints artist would 

use these ideas to inform the creation of the icons. Bluprints then created a simple reference 

book or a ‘dictionary’ that matched each icon to its principle and provided additional 

explanatory notes. In some instances, Bluprints translated these dictionaries into different 

languages. The organisation displayed the formula on large boards in prominent places.12 

Integral to the Bluprints processTM was the revelation of the newly deciphered formula using 

industrial theatre, which created understanding across the board of what the principles meant 

and how they are to be lived and measured in future. 

 

Built into the process was a sustainability phase. At an interval chosen by the organisation (e.g. 

monthly, quarterly, bi-annually) staff members anonymously rated the company’s performance 

relative to each icon. This enabled the organisation to obtain a measure of adherence, to 

recommend actions to increase execution to top line principles and decrease performance of 

bottom line principles. Bluprints then created a micro-formula, displayed as icons, for the 

organisation as a whole, or split according to the results for various departments or other 

demographics, which focused the efforts of staff and steered behaviour towards improving 

principles that were a current priority. A deadline-driven action plan accompanied the micro-

formula, which management displayed in pertinent positions in the organisation.13  

Above is an example of the micro formula, focused on four icons, two top line enablers and 

two bottom line disablers. Below is an example of the action plan, which the department 

completed according to their unique circumstances for the period under review. 
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Building the Formula for Massbuild 

In August 2009, Bluprints researchers began the survey at Massbuild, gathering intuitive 

opinions by visiting each store of each Builders’ brand and interviewing all staff members, 

asking them what they wanted to see more of and what they wanted to see less of in their 

workplace. In essence, the results indicated that even though each brand did things in specific 

ways, the desired results were identical.14  

 

The survey generated over 3 000 top- and bottom-line opinions, which Bluprints analysed and 

grouped into 42 top line success enablers and 37 bottom line success disablers. Then 2 862 

employees voted to choose the most important principles and the winning themes were 

weighted.15 This manifested in a formula with 10 top line principles and 10 bottom line 

principles.16 The written formula read as follows:   

 

 

Employees from 67 stores and from head office submitted 1 750 ideas on how to depict these 

principles as icons.17 The Bluprints’ artist then used these ideas to create the final icons: 

 

Priority Enabler: _____________ 
ACTIONS _____________________ 
___________________________ 
___________________________ 
___________________________ 
___________________________ 
DEADLINE _____/______/________ 

Priority Disabler: _____________ 
ACTIONS _____________________ 
___________________________ 
___________________________ 
___________________________ 
___________________________ 
DEADLINE _____/______/________ 

Priority Disabler: _____________ 
ACTIONS _____________________ 
___________________________ 
___________________________ 
___________________________ 
___________________________ 
DEADLINE _____/______/________ 

Priority Enabler: _____________ 
ACTIONS _____________________ 
___________________________ 
___________________________ 
___________________________ 
___________________________ 
DEADLINE _____/______/________ 

Review date: _________________ Department: _________________ 
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Bluprints took these icons and their full descriptions and formed the formula for success 

‘dictionary’. (See Exhibit 4 for the content of the dictionary.) The ‘dictionary’ explained that 

the formula was created for ‘all of us by all of us’.18 

 

Walters knew that management had a responsibility to keep the initiative alive. “Otherwise, it 

would become just another good idea”, he said.19 Using Bluprints best practise models, the 

human resources and marketing departments jointly planned the launch of the formula, which 

took place at the annual conference in August 2010, and was a fun event where all staff 

members were involved. Industrial theatre brought some soul to the icons, making them easily 

understandable and memorable. (See Exhibit 5 for a flowchart of the process). Store 

management introduced the formula and ensured that all staff members understood their role 

and the benefits of the formula. Management displayed the formula in areas accessible to all 

staff, like the canteens at the stores and common corridors or passages at administration offices. 

Indeed, at Massbuild’s head office a display of the icons was outside the building next to the 

pathway leading to the entrance.20  

Entrenching the Formula 

After the launch, Walters and his executive team expected all staff members to start behaving 

according to these ‘non-negotiables’. They hoped that this approach would provide all divisions 

with an element of autonomy and consistency. 

 

Approximately every four months since the launch of the formula, Bluprints, in conjunction 

with human resources, head office and the operators at store level, obtained anonymous ratings 

of how the company was living the principles depicted in the formula. An average of 95% of 

staff, between 2010 and 2014, responded (see Exhibit 6 for the number of people that rated the 

icons and the overall scoring). Massbuild management then ensured that it acted on all 

employee feedback, whether from the performance ratings or other sources.  

 

For example, in 2011 there was a spike in calls to an anonymous ethics tip-off line that 

Massmart had established under the management of Deloitte Tip-offs Anonymous. Of all tip-

offs, 60% related to human resources. Concerned about this, Massbuild engaged the services 

of the Ethics Institute of South Africa, a non-profit organisation striving to build an ethically 

responsible society.21 The Ethics Institute advised that this trend was completely normal in a 

company that was open to staff speaking out. Massbuild’s human resources department focused 

on closing the issues raised within a period of 60 days. Walters stated, “Human resources did 

a sterling job and boasted the best closure period in the group”.22 Cristina Tomaz Weeden, 

Massbuild’s HR director added, “In the formula, the standard had been set and staff looked to 

management to live by this standard, which legitimised and created context for the formula ... 

Builders’ staff members had started to use the icons when making ethics calls”.23 

 

The results of the April 2014 performance ratings revealed that one department in particular 

had scored significantly lower than other departments. Staff members felt undervalued, that the 

manager was not listening and that their jobs were overextending them. Tomaz Weeden 

addressed these issues and gave feedback to the head of the department, showing him the low 
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scores and the specific issues that staff members had raised during the rating process. The 

department head recognised that he had a directive management style, and acknowledged his 

staff’s concerns. He asked his staff for suggestions as to what he could do differently. Tomaz 

Weeden then assisted him with an action plan and his score improved in the ratings that took 

place in October 2014. 24 

 

The involvement of the staff in the improvement of the business and its people saw more people 

with clarity of purpose, empowered to make decisions and thus an overall increase in employee 

engagement. Tomaz Weeden noted, “The more evidence the staff members had that their 

opinion was being taken seriously, and that this resulted in action, the more willing they were 

to express themselves when voting and recommending corrective actions”.25 In addition to 

conducting the regular measurements and responding positively to feedback, Massbuild 

instituted a number of other initiatives aimed at instilling the formula in the organisation.  

 

At the annual Builders Management Conference, for example, Massbuild celebrated those staff 

members (below middle management level) who had displayed the desired behaviours during 

the year. Thus, during the year preceding the conference the stores held a monthly competition, 

which reinforced the formula in the employees’ minds. This ensured that the people understood 

the formula and all its icons. If a supervisor or manager saw a staff member demonstrating any 

of the top line principles, the staff member received a card specifying the icon they had 

portrayed. Each card accumulated points towards a monthly competition at store or department 

level. (See Exhibit 7 for an example of the monthly points' allocation for the top line 

principles). The branch or department manager awarded prizes every month to the staff 

member who had accumulated the most points. For the annual competition, management added 

up the monthly points to find an overall winner in each of the four builders’ brands, departments 

such as the contact centre and head office divisions, and Builders Warehouse Africa. In 2015, 

the top scorer could win R60 000 in Massmart vouchers, along with numerous other prizes 

comprising cash and products. (See Exhibit 8 for the monthly and annual prizes in 2015). 

Tomaz Weeden commented, “This initiative shows a concerted effort in terms of Builders’ 

financial investment in rewarding its people”.26  

 

The marketing department introduced themes related to the icons at the annual conference to 

provide an overall focus for all Massbuild staff in the forthcoming year. In 2015, the theme 

was ‘Building Success’. The marketing department also compiled an internal magazine called 

‘Home Team Talk’, which came out bi-monthly. The formula had a dedicated space in the 

magazine giving updates on results of ratings, monthly competitions, and the annual theme.27  

Incorporating Walmart’s Philosophy 

In March 2012, just as the formula was becoming entrenched in Massbuild, the Competition 

Commissionb Appeal Court approved Walmart’s acquisition of 51% of Massmart. Walmart, 

the international discount retailer, had a distinct philosophy with three predominant values: 
1. Striving for excellence; 

2. Service to the customer; and 

3. Respect for the individual. 

Underlying these values were the principles of integrity and trust.28 

 

                                                 
b The Competition Commission is a statutory body constituted in terms of the Competition Act, No 89 of 1998 by 

the Government of South Africa empowered to investigate, control and evaluate restrictive business practices, 

abuse of dominant positions and mergers in order to achieve equity and efficiency in the South African economy 

(http://www.compcom.co.za/). 
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Walters wanted to ensure that adoption of the Massbuild formula did not stop midstream 

because of the introduction of the Walmart philosophy. In response, he and his executive team 

slotted the formula’s top line principles into the three Walmart values. (See Exhibit 9). This 

was the easiest way to demonstrate to all staff members that they were already adhering to the 

Walmart values as they were behaving according to the formula.29  

A Way of Life  

“It’s a place where the people ooze the culture”, said Tomaz Weeden of Massbuild. By way of 

illustration, she described how during Massmart’s learning and development interventions, 

staff from other Massmart divisions could not believe the level of authenticity in the procedures 

and processes of Massbuild. She said, “They are amazed at how all the people are aligned in 

their values and these values that Builders’ staff members espouse to, make it a compelling 

place to work”.30 She went on to state that external training facilitators could identify the 

Massbuild people by their willingness to share, enthusiasm and engaging attitude. “Builders’ 

people were not protective of their processes or their ‘turf’ and were seen to be the most 

collaborative”, she said.31 

 

The formula created excitement around what Massbuild were trying to achieve strategically 

and increased employee engagement. Engaged people were those who displayed high levels of 

energy, were psychologically present, allowed to be themselves while satisfying their job 

requirements.32  

 

The results of an annual Employee Engagement Survey that Walmart started conducting in 

2013 reflected this. Massmart gave this process an African twist and named it Bua, a Sotho 

word meaning ‘speak out’. Massbuild had the highest staff engagement ratings in 2013, in 

comparison to the other Massmart divisions and, even with a tapering off in 2014; the scores 

remained the highest in the group. (See Exhibit 10 for a table showing scores from this survey). 

Tomaz Weeden felt that this indicated a direct correlation between the Walmart survey results 

and the formula scores. She said, “The Bua scores are a verification of the core DNA (the 

formula) at Builders, which allows Builders to drive one action plan. These results keep 

Walmart happy in the knowledge that Builders is doing the right things”.33  

 

Walters declared that during 2014, the principles had become entrenched in the business, 

stating, “Staff identified with the icons and these became part of everyday conversation”.34 For 

a long period, the executive team had kept the formula alive, he explained, but once it had been 

in operation for four or five years it developed its own momentum. Walters said, “Now, despite 

leadership the executive are merely the stewards of the formula and it has become the defining 

mores; it has a life of its own”. 35 Walters also believed that the formula led to everyone 

speaking a common language and enhanced the understanding of success not only internally 

but also externally.  

 

The impact of the top-line principles of the formula was evident in the upward trajectory of 

sales (as seen in the Annual Reports), the customer satisfaction survey (by Livingfacts), and 

the indices (produced by Bluprints). Walters stated, “The positive effects of the formula on the 

culture and commitment of the staff reflects in the sales figures, which have kept going up”.36 

Martin from Bluprints stated, “This is evidence of the increased cultural fitness of 

Massbuild”.37 (See Exhibits 2, 3 and 6) 

Impact on Operations 
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The formula had not only had an impact on the culture of Massbuild and employee engagement, 

it had also proven beneficial in helping Massbuild to implement a range of business and change 

initiatives, such as store location and pricing strategy. The Bluprints process influenced the 

customer and supplier experience, which was in line with the strategic goals that Walters had 

set for Massbuild. 

 

HR Processes  

The HR department used the formula to inform a number of HR processes. Tomaz Weeden 

explained that when interviewing for new recruits, the interviewer showed candidates the 

formula and explained its significance. Doing this enabled the candidate to understand how 

things worked at Massbuild and provided the interviewer with an opportunity to ascertain the 

cultural match between Massbuild and the potential employee. At induction sessions, the HR 

department explained the icons in the formula to the new staff members, to provide a clear 

understanding of the principles by which the organisation operated.38  

 

One of the advantages of having a common formula across the Massbuild divisions was that it 

was easier to transfer staff between Builders’ brands and to promote managers from smaller 

brands, such as Builders’ Express to larger brands such as Builders Warehouse or Builders 

Trade Depot, because the rules were identical, as were the core performance requirements. 

Walters confirmed this saying, “This continuity of culture determined the way things were 

done, because all staff members embrace the same values”.39 

 

The formula created a rule set by which everyone needed to play, which assisted HR in the 

disciplinary process. Tomaz Weeden explained how the formula removed the subjectivity of 

discipline, saying, “It is no longer about what human resources believes is incorrect”. She 

described how the HR department had aligned all disciplinary procedures to the icons and 

spelled out the procedures and actions for each form of misconduct in the organisation’s 

disciplinary procedure document. “The formula is transparent and directive as to consequences 

of not living Builders’ values,” Tomaz Weeden said.40 

 

When Bluprints did the ratings, they divide them per department (e.g. finance, HR, marketing) 

at head office. In formal performance discussions, department managers incorporate icons 

displaying low scores into their and their staff’s performance goals for the next quarter. 

Department managers also integrate these scores and the relevant icons into informal 

performance discussions. Tomaz Weeden stated, “The formula forms part of everyday 

conversations with management, regarding their behaviour, values and attitudes”.41 She 

explained that whatever issue management was discussing, they linked them not only to the 

top or bottom line icon but also to the specific items under each icon. In August 2015, HR was 

busy with the roll out at store level of the formal linking of icons to performance management.42  

Branding 

As early as 2010, the Massbuild executive team started to express concern that having different 

brand identities for each of the Builders brands added unnecessary complexity to the business.43 

The ease and cohesiveness created by the formula in running the stores and the engagement of 

the people was what the executives wanted to emulate in the running of all the divisions and 

across all the brands of the business.  

 

Since 2010, the executives decided that Massbuild stores operating beyond South Africa’s 

borders, in Botswana and Mozambique would use Builders Warehouse branding, with the 

yellow and black corporate colours and the same pricing strategies.44 However, in South Africa, 
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each brand had its own store format, logo and colours. Builders Warehouse stores were yellow 

and black, Builders Express stores were red and blue and Builders Trade Depot stores were 

yellow and blue. Furthermore, each of these three brands required its staff to wear different 

colour uniforms according to the colours of the logo and each had its own pricing strategy.45 

 

       
 

Walters wanted to replicate the simplicity and participation seen in the Warehouse brand in 

Botswana and Mozambique where the branding was all the same, as were the uniforms and 

pricing strategies. Numerous debates took place around the amalgamation of the brands into 

just one Builders brand, with the cost of changing the branding being just one issue causing 

much conflict and high emotion among the brands and when presenting the concept to the 

Massmart board. However, with the help of the formula there was consensus that the benefits 

of the formula at operational level could extend to the marketing and branding, so when 

Massbuild launched Builders Superstore in 2013, the executive team decided that this brand 

would use the yellow and black colouring.46  

 
 

In January 2014, Massbuild introduced a common pay-off line, ‘get it done’ for all the brands 

and the executive team decided to retain the differentiation of the brands by name, however, 

the colours changed to yellow and black, and the pricing strategies extended across all brands. 

(See Exhibit 11 for images of the rebranded stores) The rebranding took place between 

February 2014 and March 2015, and focused on one brand at a time. Human resources 

explained the rebranding to the employees, and with the help of the formula, reassured staff 

members that they did not have to do anything differently. Walters stated, “If a staff member 

was from Warehouse and wore a yellow shirt, from Express and wore a red shirt or from Trade 

Depot and wore a blue shirt they all were required to do the same thing”.47 Tomaz Weeden 

believed that the transition happened quite easily and the staff took comfort in the fact that 

there had been no change to the core values as the formula still formed the foundation. “They 

realised that this was a continuation of the principles behind the formula, just in a yellow shirt”, 

she maintained.48  

 

Zandile Manana, the marketing director of Massbuild, was certain that the journey to one brand 

would have been unsuccessful without the formula. Manana stated, “The formula, our DNA, 

was the common thread in lowering the resistance to the move to one brand”.49 Tomaz Weeden 

agreed, “It provided comfort to Express and Trade Depot when it felt as though they were 

losing their identity in the ‘take over’ by the yellow and black. It showed that Builders’ people 

are not that different, proved by the fact that the principles (the formula) they adhered to were 

all the same”. 50 

Store design 
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In response to employee ratings of the icons and the outcomes of a customer survey performed 

annually by Livingfacts, Walters and his executive team re-engineered store layouts and service 

offerings to meet customer needs: both contractors and retail customers, specifically women 

customers.51 Customers had made their needs clear and Massbuild's response was in line with 

two of the top line principles in the formula, ‘driving customer loyalty’ and ‘quality products’. 

 

Walters explained that in most stores in the building supply industry, the contractors’ entrance 

was at the back – the ‘tradesmen’s entrance’ as it was commonly known. Yet a large portion 

of Massbuild stores’ income came from contractors. Massbuild was indeed proactive in 

meeting the needs of the contractor, according to the ‘going the extra mile’ icon. In the new 

Builders Warehouse store in Rivonia (north of Johannesburg), which opened in 2014, the 

contractors’ entrance was positioned at the front of the store. It had a cantilever roof over the 

entrance for ease of loading during bad weather. In addition, said Walters, “We understand that 

a contractors’ currency is time and want to provide everything as quickly as possible, getting 

the contractor in and out of the store within eight minutes. So we employed staff to pick the 

stock”.52 

 

On the other hand, retail customers, particularly women, had different needs. Recognising that 

women were the primary decision-makers regarding décor, furnishings and finishes, Massbuild 

grouped all these products in one area at the Rivonia store. This was consistent with making 

Massbuild a compelling place for customers to shop, part of the ‘driving customer loyalty’ 

icon. Walters went on to explain that the store now had wider aisles and more colour and style. 

“No longer was Builders a dingy hardware store”, said Walters.53  

Other Business Processes 

Aside from all of the above, in the five years since the launch of the formula, the Massbuild 

executive team had managed to take three vastly different businesses, with business maturity 

variations, through a number of other changes. Manana described some of those changes. First, 

the company moved all three brands onto one operating system. Second, they aligned pricing 

through independent verification of between 200 and 300 key value items (KVI) in the industry. 

Third, all brands adopted the same customer account process so that customers’ accounts could 

be recognised across the Warehouse, Express and Trade Depot brands.54  

 

In line with the ‘driving customer loyalty’ and ‘quality products’ icons, Walters explained that 

a new supply chain process had been installed in the distribution centres that Massbuild had 

opened to accommodate the variation of pack sizes between Builders brands. “For example, 

Express needs packs of six items, Warehouse requires boxes of 24 items and Trade Depot wants 

pallets comprising nearly 300 items,” he clarified.55  

 

Walters had also discovered that when he and his team took the Builders brand into 

Mozambique and Botswana, the formula streamlined the process. “The simplicity of our core 

DNA (the formula) transcended language barriers and there was a common understanding of 

who Builders is, what they stand for and how they operate”, he said.56  
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Conclusion 

Walters realised that not only had his decision to implement a culture change led to better 

results, it had also facilitated the implementation of major changes with regard to the Builder’s 

brands and the new store designs. He considered incorporation of the top line principles into 

the daily activities at Massbuild to be an important indicator of success, along with hard 

measures like sales. He stated, “The formula is a valuable business-orientated tool that 

measures intangibles and we have seen what it can do for the bottom line. The excitement 

around the success of the formula has created a groundswell and excitement beyond our 

expectations. Builders’ people often receive requests from other chains under the Massmart 

umbrella asking for some of the Builders’ joie de vivre; they are also very keen to come and 

work for Builders”.57  

 

Walters nevertheless knew that Massbuild needed to remain humble, “We are never the 

complete article; we still have so much more to do. It is about the journey not the destination 

and we haven’t arrived. There are many things still to do to fix our business”.58 The continued 

decline in employee engagement levels was a concern that he did not want to dismiss simply 

because comparative engagement levels were still high. 
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Exhibit 1   Background 

 

Massmart 

In 2014, Massmart Holdings, based in South Africa, comprised four operating divisions, 

Massdiscounters, Masswarehouse, Massbuild and Masscash, housing a portfolio of retail and 

wholesale chains.  

 

Massbuild 

Massbuild was unique in that it housed the only home improvement warehouse chains in South 

Africa. Three chains became the initial brands under the Massbuild banner, when Massmart 

formed it in July 2005. 

 Builders Warehouse: In 2003, Massmart acquired five independent Builders Warehouse stores 

operating in Johannesburg and Pretoria and in 2005, bought and rebranded three independent De 

La Rey stores in the Western Cape. These formed the first of the 34 Builders Warehouse stores that 

were in operation in 2014.  

 Builders Express: Builders Express began in 2005 with the acquisition and rebranding of 14 

independent Servistar stores operating in the Eastern Cape and KwaZulu-Natal. In 2014, there were 

36 Builders Express stores in operation.  

 Builders Trade Depot: In 2005, Massmart bought 34 Federated Timber stores around the country 

from NABCAT Empowerment Holdings and the Federated Timbers Employee Incentive Share 

Trust and rebranded them Builders Trade Depot. After a number of smaller store closures and store 

conversions, there were 20 outlets in operation in 2014.  

 

In 2013, Massbuild opened two Builders Superstores, which they positioned in townships and 

towns servicing surrounding rural areas; close to transport notes and major food retailers for 

convenience. Thus, in 2014, Massbuild, headquartered in Johannesburg, operated four retail 

brands in South Africa: Builders Warehouse, Builders Express, Builders Trade Depot and 

Builders Superstores. Builders Warehouse had branches in Botswana and Mozambique. Each 

brand focused on delivering a range of supplies for all phases and types of building projects.  

 

Sources: Massmart (n.d.), “Business model”, available at: www.massmart.co.za/about-

massmart/business-model/ (accessed 11 May 2015).  

Massmart (n.d.), ”Massbuild”, available at: www.massmart.co.za/our-business/massbuild/ 

(accessed 21 May 2015). 

  

http://www.massmart.co.za/about-massmart/business-model/
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Exhibit 2   Massbuild’s Sales and Sales Growth 2007 - 2014 

 

Year 
Sales 

(Rm) 

Sales 

Growth*  

(%) 

2007 4 948 21.3 

2008 5 553 11.0 

2009 5 604 0.8 

2010 6 367 12.0 

2011 7 271 12.0 

2012 8 138 12.5 

2013 9 583 10.6 

2014 10 823 15.0 
* Sales increase on previous year 

 

Sources: Massmart Annual Reports 2007 – 2014. 
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Exhibit 3   Livingfacts results showing customer satisfaction 
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Exhibit 3   Living facts results showing customer satisfaction (continued) 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Source: Livingfacts (2015). “Performance Trends, 2009 – 2014”, [PowerPoint presentation], 

Livingfacts, Johannesburg, (internal company presentation).  
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Exhibit 4   The Icons from the Dictionary 
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Exhibit 4   The Icons from the Dictionary (continued) 
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Exhibit 4   The Icons from the Dictionary (continued) 
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Exhibit 4   The Icons from the Dictionary (continued) 
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Exhibit 4   The Icons from the Dictionary (continued) 
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Exhibit 4   The Icons from the Dictionary (continued) 
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Exhibit 4   The Icons from the Dictionary (continued) 

 

 
 

 

Source: Builders (n.d.). “Formula for Success Dictionary”, Builders, Johannesburg, (internal 

company information booklet). 
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Exhibit 5   Flowchart and timeline of the Bluprints process for creating the formula at Massbuild 

 

 

 
Source: Martin, G. (2015), Email correspondence with Angela Urban, 20 July. 

 

  

Aug/Sep '09

•obtained 
3000 
opinions 
on what 
people 
wanted

Oct/Nov '09

•grouped 
opinions 
into 42 
enablers 
and 37 
disablers

Nov/Dec '09

•voted for 
10 top-
line, 10 
bottom-
line 
themes

Feb/Mar '10

•created 
the 
written 
formula

Mar/Apr '10

•submitted 
ideas for 
icon 
depiction

May-Jul '10

•created 
the icon 
formula 
and 
dictionary

Aug '10

•launched 
the 
formula
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Exhibit 6   Bluprints results 
 

Participation: Number of staff members scoring 

 

Indices: Overall scoring 

 
 

Source: Govender, D. (2015), Email correspondence with Angela Urban, 18 May.
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Exhibit 7   Points for top line principles 

 

 
 

Source: Massbuild, (2015), “Store Communication – Building Success”, [PowerPoint 

presentation]. Massbuild, Johannesburg, (internal company presentation). 
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Exhibit 8   2015 prizes 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Source: Massbuild, (2015), “Store Communication – Building Success”, [PowerPoint 

presentation]. Massbuild, Johannesburg, (internal company presentation). 
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Exhibit 9   Walmart’s philosophy linked to Massbuild formula 

 

 
 

Source: Tomaz Weeden, C. (2015), Email correspondence with Angela Urban, 20 May. 
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Exhibit 10   Bua Scores (Walmart Employee Engagement Survey) 

 

  Responses (FY15) FY13 FY14 FY15 

Walmart Massmart Overall 26,070 59% 57% 48% 

Cambridge Food 1,010 54% 52% 50% 

Head Offices (including Regional Offices) 154  65% 56% 68% 

Cambridge Food Stores 856  50% 52% 47% 

Masscash Wholesale 3,583 55% 54% 47% 

Head Offices (including Regional Offices) 321  70% 73% 73% 

Masscash Wholesale stores 3,262 49% 52% 44% 

Massdiscounts 10,836 54% 51% 41% 

Head Offices (including Regional Offices) 602  68% 68% 63% 

Massdiscounts Stores 10,234 50% 50% 40% 

MASSMART SERVICES 280  82% 86% 84% 

Head Offices (including Regional Offices) 280  82% 86% 84% 

Masswarehouse 3,497 58% 61% 56% 

Head Offices (including Regional Offices) 274  67% 78% 80% 

Masswarehouse Stores  3,223 56% 60% 54% 

Massbuild 6,864 66% 64% 55% 

Head Offices (including Regional Offices) 412  76% 80% 81% 

Massbuild Stores 6,452 64% 63% 53% 

 

Source: Massbuild, (2015), “Bua Results – Group Summary Report”, [PowerPoint 

presentation]. Massbuild, Johannesburg, (internal company presentation). 
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Exhibit 11: Images of rebranded stores 
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Exhibit 11: Images of rebranded stores (continued) 

 

 
 

 
 

Source: Livesey, J. (2015) Email correspondence with Angela Urban, 21 July. (Photos) 
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